
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the explanation and analysis from chapter four, the 

utterances Nina in Black Swan film have shown the kinds of speech act of 

hoping, refusing, apologizing, hiding, accepting, reminding, avoiding, 

ordering, expressing, and convincing. Besides, there is a change from good 

character becomes bad character. They are kind and brittle to show good 

character and bad character are ill-tempered and ambitious. Moreover, it has 

shown intended meaning in his speech act, based on the types of classes are 

representative, expressive, directive, commissive, and declarative. 

Representative and expressive are most often occurs in Black Swan film and 

another is only one or two fragment which include it. 

From the statement of problem, the utterances of Nina in Black Swan 

film show not only the kinds of speech act which reflect her double characters 

and intended meaning. But also influenced by the psychology of Black Swan 

that tells she is unpredictable to around people theory and she might be getting 

OCD (Obsessive-Compulsive-Disorders). And the effect of OCD is Nina is 

showing delusion that is destroying and hurting her. It comes from her mother 

who always forces her to doing well and considers her as a little child, even 

though she has grown into an adult. So when she has chance, she expresses 

her feeling by dancing. Besides, she is getting pressure from her editor to 

loose herself in brittle and innocent for being perfect. 



 

5.2 Suggestion 

In the last part of this chapter, the researcher gives some suggestion to 

readers and other researcher. Realizing that the researcher’s thesis is far from 

satisfaction and suggests other researchers should conduct a study on other 

problems. She hopes that this thesis could be used as the reference and 

guidance for other researcher who are interested in studying about speech act 

and intended meaning. 

Finally, the researcher also suggests to the readers after reading this 

thesis, they should read more and more interpretative literary works which are 

advantageous for them. Based on the analysis, the researcher hopes that this 

research can give distribution and inspiration to college students about 

linguistics especially analyzing speech act and intended meaning in film or 

some another media. But the researcher needs suggestion or critic from all 

society which will become motivation for the researcher. 

 


